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A sweet, Spring romance about trust and ultimately love

CHARLOTTE, N.C. - March 15, 2018 - PRLog -- Had enough of the cold? Gear up for Spring with this
new novel by Author Tina Martin, His By Spring.

Zoya Champion has a hunch that she's met the man she's supposed to be with, but trust issues get in the
way of her actually giving the relationship a chance. Tennyson Tillman, a lawyer, is a gentleman about it
but he makes it clear to Zoya that she is the woman he wants. More like the woman she needs. Can he lock
this relationship down before Spring?

A story of unexpected love that blossoms at the right time…

When Zoya Champion takes a few weeks off work to help her pregnant sister-in-law prepare for the baby's
arrival, she never expects that life would throw her a surprise in the form of a tall, ultra-sexy man,
Tennyson Tillman, a lawyer for The Champion Corporation. Her attraction to him comes as a shock since
she usually doesn't give men the time of day. But there's something about 'this' man that resonates with her.
Tennyson, however, is so intent on presenting himself as perfect, she has a difficult time finding out what
that something is.

Tennyson is working on a case for a recent acquisition by The Champion Corporation, but a force
completely out of his control diverts his focus to Zoya – a woman who's caught more than just his eyes.
She's borderline capturing his heart. How can that be when they hardly know each other?

But that's the thing about love: it just happens, and when one soul drifts towards the other – towards its
mate – the unusual becomes possible. Distance is no longer an obstacle. Problems work themselves out and
the ordinary becomes extraordinary. Love fills everything else in between.

His By Spring: Amazon ASIN B07BFRYXQZ For more information, please visit 
http://www.tinamartin.net/
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